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Free projective planes n" (generated by n points on a line and two points off

that line) have been studied for some time. Until now, however, virtually nothing

was known about the collineation groups of the planes n" except that the groups

possessed no central collineations. In this paper, the collineation groups will be

studied. We shall show that the collineation group of n2 has three generators

and exhibit them. Then, the orbit under this group of those points which lie on

generating quadrilaterals will be determined. Finally, a subgroup H„ of the col-

lineation group of n" (n > 2) will be defined and it will be shown that there exists

an integer m such that for every n > 2, H„ is generated by at most m collineations.

It is the author's conjecture that H„ is in fact the full collineation group of 7t",

but the methods of the present paper do not seem to generalize to give this result.

1. Preliminaries. A set of points and lines and an incidence relation is said

to form a projective plane if the following three axioms are satisfied:

I. Any two distinct points are incident with exactly one line.

II. Given any two distinct lines, there is exactly one point incident with both.

III. There exist four points, no three incident with one line.

If, on the other hand, the following two axioms are satisfied, the set is said

to constitute a partial plane:

1. There exists at most one line through any two distinct points.

2. There is at most one point incident with any two distinct lines.

Given any partial plane 7t0 which is not complete (projective), we can define

new partial planes as follows: For any two points in n0 not already connected

by a line in n0, we adjoin a new line. Let L0 be the set of all new lines adjoined

in this manner. Then, for any two lines in n0 u L0 not already intersecting in a

point of n0, we adjoin a new point as their point of intersection. Let ux be the

union of n0, L0, and the new points just adjoined. Clearly, ny is a partial plane.

One can define n2, n3, ■■• in an analogous manner, and set

(1) « -  Ü *.
i=0

with the obvious incidences. Then n is easily seen to be a complete plane. Any

extension of a partial plane n0 formed by letting each new point be the intersection
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of exactly two old lines, and each new line contain only two old points, is called

a free extension of n0.

We next state some lemmas which can be found in Hall [1, §4].

Lemma 1. The free extension of a partial plane to a complete plane is

unique.

Lemma 2. If n2 is a free extension of %t and 7^ is a free extension of n0,

then n2 is a free extension of n0. The free extension of n^ to a complete plane

is the free extension of n0 to a complete plane.

Definition. If nu n2 are two partial planes, and if n2czn1, n2 is said to be

complete in nt if

(1) any line of 711 containing two points of n2 already is in n2 ;

(2) any point of 7t! contained in two lines of 7t2 already is in n2.

Lemma 3. If n1 => 7t2 and %2 is complete in 7tl5 then the free extension

n[ of n± contains as a subplane the free extension n2 of n2. If n2 ¥= nlt then

n'2 t¿ 7tJ.

The free plane 7t"(n Ï; 2) is defined to be the free extension of the partial plane

ttq consisting of n points on a line and two points not on that line to a complete

plane.

Lemma   4.   An" contains a nn+1 as a subplane.

Lemma   5.   If n # m, n" and nm are not isomorphic.

A collineation </> of a projective plane n is a 1-1 point-to-point and line-to-line

mapping of the plane onto itself which preserves incidences. In what follows we

shall study the collineation groups of the free planes 71 ".

2. General results. We begin this section by proving some rather elementary

results which will allow us to get some insight into the structure of the collineation

group of n". Let A1,A2,---,An,B1,B2 be the points (of nô) generating n", where

the A¡ all lie on one line, and no other incidences hold.

Theorem 1. Let (j) be a collineation of nn. Then (¡> is uniquely determined by

its action on the points At; i = 1,2, ■•■,n, and B¡; j = 1,2.

Proof. This result can be proved by induction on the partial plane 71", a free

extension of 7tJ. For, if Lenk, Link-U then Lean be described as the unique line

joining two points in n\^l. If <¡> is already defined (by induction) on these two

points, then (L)<¡> must be the unique line joining the images of the points. Sim-

ilarly, the definition of 4> is extended to points in 7^ but not in TtjJ-j.

The next question to which we address ourselves concerns the possible images

of tlq under a collineation, <j>, of n". The following theorem is evident.
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Theorem 2. The image of n0 under a collineation (f> must be a configura-

tion C of n points on one line and two points off that line. Furthermore, the

subplane of n" generated by C must be all of n".

Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that <p must preserve in-

cidences, and the second, from the fact that cp must be onto.

A final theorem is needed before we can begin to characterize better the col-

lineation group of n". If n is a finite partial plane, let P be the number of points

of n, Lthe number of lines, and / the number of incidences defined by the points

and lines of n. Hall has shown [1] that the number 2(P + L) — / is invariant

under free extension. We call the number y(n) = 2(P + L) — I the rank of n

and observe that the rank of a generating configuration of a n" can be computed

as y(ntt0) = n + 6.

Theorem 3. Let n" be a free plane (of rank n + 6). Let a0 be a finite sub-

partial plane of n" which is of rank n + 6 and which generates all of n".

Then a0 generates n" freely.

Proof. To a0, adjoin the lines which can be added and then the points. Call

the union of a0, the new points and the new lines ax. Then a¡ is defined induc-

tively. If a new point (line) is always added as the intersection of two lines (points),

the extension of a0 to n" will be free. If not, then in some ak, an intersection

two lines (points) of crt_x will be defined which does not create a new point

(fine). Thus an incidence is created, with no element being created, and we have

y(ak) < K^o) = « + 6. Now for some m, ak a nnm. But if we extend ak to nnm by

building outward from tiq and adding those elements not in ak, the rank can

never be increased since a new line (point) is always created as the intersection

of at least two points (lines). Thus we would have y (tcJJ,) ̂ y(ak) < n + 6.

But by Theorem 4.10 of Hall [1] we know that y(n") = n + 6, which implies

that a0 must generate n" freely as asserted.

Because of Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we can study in detail the collineation group

of n" if we can determine all configurations of n points on a line and two points

off the line which generate all of n". For let {C,} be the set of all such configura-

tions (Ct = nl). Then we have

Theorem 4. If n > 2, there is a group of collineations of n" isomorphic with

S„ x S2, and if n = 2, the corresponding group is isomorphic with S4. Call this

group S". Then if Gn is the collineation group of n", we have

(2) G„ = I S"7i,
i

where T¡ is a collineation of n" which maps nn0 onto the configuration C¡.

Proof. If n > 2, S" consists of those collineations generated by permuting the

n points At among themselves in all possible (n !) ways, and by permuting Bx and
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B2 or leaving them fixed ; S2 is generated by the (4 !) permutations of the points

Ar, A2, Bu B2 among themselves. Clearly, S" consists of all collineations of

7i" mapping n"0 onto itself. Let (j)l,<t>2 be two elements in the same left coset of

S" in G„. Then 4>x = 6(j)2, QeS". But this implies that </>! and <h2 both map nô

onto the same configuration Ct. Thus, T¡ is a coset representative of S" in G„.

To help determine the desired configurations, we have

Theorem 5. Let C be any configuration of n points on a line and two points

off the line contained in a free extension of nô,n. Then C generates n" if and

only if the minimal complete sub-partial plane of n generated by C is n itself.

Proof. To C adjoin (within n) points and lines until it is not possible to add

any more elements. The set of points and lines so generated, jr.', will be a sub-

partial plane of 7t which is complete in n, by the definition of n'. By Lemma 3,

if C is to generate 7tn, we must have n' = n.

In concluding this section, some concepts will be introduced which will be of

much help in what follows. If 7t0 is a partial plane, let L0 be the set of all lines

which can be added to n0 as in §1. Then if P0 is the set of all new points which

can be added to 7t0 as the intersection of lines (two at a time) of 7r0 u L0 which

do not intersect in ti0, we shall call P0 the set of diagonal points of n0. Then,

Tti = 7i0 \jLQ (jP0. If 7t0 = nn0, the generating configuration for a free plane, we

shall call the group S" the collineations of rank 0, and define as the collineations

of rank 1 that set of collineations which map n"0 into 7t". With these concepts,

and Theorems 1, 2, and 3 at our disposal, we can proceed to an examination of

the collineation groups of the planes n".

3. The case n = 2. If Au A2, Bl5 B2 are the four points of n$, we let Lt be the

line containing AY and ,42 (Lt = Ai ■ A2), L2 = B1- B2, L3 = A1-B1, L4 = A2-B2,

L5 = Ai-B2, L6 = A2-Bi. The configuration n% has three diagonal points:

ax = Lj (~\L2, a2 = L3 OL4, a3 = L5 C\L6. By inspection, one can check that

there are exactly seven configurations of four points in n2 which generate 7t2.

They are :

C1 = 7to, C2 = {au a2, Alt B2},   C3 = {aua2,BuA2},

C4 = [a^a^AuBj], Cs = {at,a3,A2,B2},   C6 = {a2,a3,AuA2},

C7 = {a2,a3,B1,B2}(i).

The investigations in this section will show that G2 is generated by S2 and any

r„ i = 2,3, •••,7.
Before proving our main results, one final concept is needed. If C is a con-

figuration of four points generating 7i2, the ordered set of configurations

(!) The remaining sets of four points either have three points on a line, or generate proper

subplanes of 7t2.
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no — Cn, C¡2,.-,Cik = C is called a chain of configurations between n2, and C

of length k if (1) every C^ is a configuration of four points generating n2; and

(2) Cij + 1 is contained in the seven points consisting of Cis and the diagonal

points of Cir We can now state and prove

Theorem 6.    Let C be a configuration of four points of n2 generating n2. If

C c nk, then there exists a chain of length k or less between n2 and C.

Proof. The proof is by induction on fe. If k = 1, the statement is true by de-

finition. Let the statement of the theorem be true for fe — 1, and we shall prove it

for fe. If C c nk2-it the theorem is true, so assume that C d: »jL1. Let Lk be the

set of lines which can be adjoined to n2-^ in a free extension, and let

nk-x(C) = 71^-! yjLk\jC. Then nk-1(C) is a free extension of nl_u and also of

n\. By hypothesis, C generates all of n2, hence, by Theorem 4, the sub-partial

plane of nk_1(C) generated by C must be all of nk_l(C). For the sake of definite-

ness let C consist of the points Pl5 P2, P3, P4 The sub-partial plane generated

by C can be determined by first adding all lines P¡ • Pj which are in %k_ t(C), then

all points Llr\Lj, and so on until the process terminates. If we assume that

fc ̂  2, then nk- X(C) must contain at least eight points (seven in n\

and one in C). But for C to generate points other than P„ some of the six lines

L¡j = P¡-Pj = Pj-P¡ must be in n^^C). Also,it is easy to see that at least two

of the three diagonal points of C must be in nk^1(C) as intersections of the lines

Ltj if we are to be able to generate more than five points. Observe now that if

all three diagional points of C are in n^^C) as intersections of the L¡j, all six

lines Lu must be in nk_l(C). But in this case, every point P¡ of C will have at least

three lines through it which would imply that C a nl_u a contradiction. Hence,

exactly two diagonal points of C must be in n^^C) as intersections of theL^-.

Let us say that these diagonal points are dt = L12 r\L34, d2 = L14 C\L23. So

far, we have six points of n^^C). To construct another, we must have the line

dx ■ o*2 intersecting with the line L13 or L24 (but not both—see Figure 1).

Figure 1
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If, for example the lineL13is in7tJt_1(C),then the points P1andP3 both have three

lines through them and are therefore already in7t2_!. Also, the points dt and d2

being in nk-i(C) and not in C must be in 7r^_x. Thus the configuration

C = {P1,P3,d1,d2} lies in n£.it and generates all of 7t2, since it generates C

which generates n2 by hypothesis. Also by the induction hypothesis, there exists

a chain of length fe — 1 from n2 to C, and since all the points of C are contained

among the points of C and its diagonal points, the theorem is proved. Observe,

incidentally, that the next line created must be either P4-[(dx-d2)nL13] or

P2-[_(d-d2) r>L13]. Thus either P2 or P4 has three lines through it, so exactly

one point of the four was a newly created point.

We have, in Theorem 6, given a method for constructing any configuration

generating 7t2, and hence, any collineation. Our next task is to display explicitly

the generators of the collineation group. Since a collineation is determined by

its action on the points A¡, Bj, a collineation will be designated by

[A,
A2

B,

Pi

PJ)

The group S2 is isomorphic with S4, and can be generated by the two collineations

(3) 0i  =
A2

B2

Ax

Br

B2

e2 =

At

B,

A2

B,

B,

B2 - A, j

where 62 = 62 = I, the identity collineation. Let ax = Ax • A2 C\iBl -B2,

a2 = A1-B2C\A2-BU a3 = A1-B1 CiA2- B2 be the diagonal points of 7i02. A typi-

cal collineation of rank one is

f At -»ZA!
A2 -> ax

(4) 9 B, B,

a2!)

(Note that (p2 = I, for (ax)<p = (A^ ■ (A2)<p (^(BJch^BJch = At ■a1C\Bl ■ a2

= A2, and (a2)4> = (Ai)4>-(B2)<f> (^(A^^B^tj) = Ay-a2 na1-B1 = B2.) We can

now prove

Theorem 7.   G2 is generated by the collineations Bu02, and <$>.

Proof. First, recall that there are exactly seven configurations of four points in

n\ which generate 7t2. By Theorem 3, to find all rank 0 or 1 collineations we need

only find one coset representative mapping n\ onto each of these configurations.

For example,
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(5)

0i*0i

ÖJVÖ2   =

01*0102 =

At
A2

By

I B2

Ai
A2

B,

B2

¿i

A2

Bt
I B2

A2

B,

«i

A2

a2

B2

a2

Bi
B2

«3

01*0102 =

r2\

e^ejl

a,
A2

Bi

B2

A,

A2

ß,

B2

A,

A2

Bi

B,

«i

B2

Ai

a 3

«2

Bi
a

a2

A<

A2

a*

These six collineations, together with the identity, give a set of coset represen-

tatives for the seven cosets which the rank 0 and 1 collineations constitute. The

remainder of the proof proceeds by induction on the length of a chain between

n2. and the configuration giving rise to the collineation which we are trying to

write in terms of 6U 92, and cp. Let C be the configuration into which this

collineation, a, maps tiq:

(6) a : jto -► C.

Then, since C c n"0 for some n, by Theorem 6 there exists a configuration

C c 7tS-1such that the points of C are contained among the points and diagonal

points of C. By the induction hypothesis, then, there is a collineation, ß, generated

by 0i)02. and * with

(7) ß:n20^C.

Now, the collineation y = ß~1a. maps C onto C:

(8) y : C -> C.

But ßyß ~ \ being a conjugate of y (which maps C into itself and its diagonal

points), must map n2into n2, and hence, ßyß'1 = n, which is in one of the

seven cosets of S2 given by the identity and (5). Thus,

(9) ß~lnß m /J"1«,

where ß and n are generated by $, 0U and 02, which completes the proof of the

theorem.

Indeed, it follows from (9), that a is a product of no more than n rank 0

or 1 collineations if a maps 7t02 onto a configuration at the other end of a chain

of length n.

Another question which can be asked about the collineation group G2 concerns

the orbits of the points of %2 under G2. Clearly the orbit containing the four
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original generators of 7t2 consists of exactly those points which lie on some genera-

ting quadrilateral. The following theorem characterizes this set of points.

Theorem 8. Let P be a point of n2 which is in nk, but not in n\-y. Thus

P = Lj C\L2, L¡enl. Then P lies on a generating quadrilateral if and only if

there is a generating quadrilateral n^y, two points of which are incident with

Lu and two with L2.

Proof. The first ("if") part of the theorem is obvious. To prove the converse,

assume that P does lie on a generating quadrilateral C <= n2, and that P lies on

no such generating quadrilateral of n2„v Clearly n^k. We refer to Figure 1

and let P = P4. where C = {PUP2,P3,P^}. By the remarks following the proof

of Theorem 5, exactly one of the Pt does not already belong to 7r^_x.

Case 1. Pen2-t. By Theorem 6 there exists a generating configuration

C cz 7t2_ ! consisting of two of the three P¡ which are in 7i„2_ x and two of the dia-

gonal points of C. If P = P4 is one of the points of C, our choice of the con-

figuration C as the generating quadrilateral containing P and of "least degree"

is violated. Thus, we must have the situation in Figure 1, where C = {dy^^P^P^

and P2 is the point $n2-v But for C to be a generating quadrilateral, the point

(dt • d2) nLl3 = Q must be in n2-l (see the Proof of Theorem 6) which means

that the generating configuration C" = {g,P,d2,P3} is contained in n¿.ít again

contradicting our choice of C.

Case 2. P^n2-y. Thus, k = n, and by Theorem 6, there exists a generating

quadrilateral contained in n2_^ with P as one of its diagonal points. But clearly

the only way P can be the diagonal point of a quadrilateral of 7t2_ 1 is if this

quadrilateral generates in 7t2 the two lines which have created P and the proof

is thus complete.

To see that there are points which lie on no generating quadrilateral, it suffices

to choose four points of some n£ no two of which lie on the same line of n2. Then

none of the three diagonal points of such a quadrilateral can lie on a generating

quadrilateral. Four such points can be chosen when k _ 2.

4. n > 2. In this case, the group of collineations of n", H„, generated by the

rank 0 and rank 1 collineations, is somewhat more difficult to describe, and the

following notation will be introduced to discuss the points and lines of 7t".

Lj = Ay ••• An,

L2 = Bj •B2,

Lij=Al-Bj, i = l,2,-,n; j = l,2.

Ai, i = LA •••, n,

Bj,j= 1,2,
A„+i =   Ly (~^L2,

Pijkl = Pklij —  L¡j ^ Lkl.

lines :

(10) points:
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Observe that there are n + 1 points on Lu three points on L2, and n + 1 points

on Lij. If i = fe, PiJkl = A„ and if j = I, Pijkl = B¡. Furthermore, PiJkl and Pabcd

are on a line of n\ if and only of (i,j) = (a, b) or (c, d), or (fe, Z) = (a, b) or

(c, d). With this notation we can describe those configurations in %\ which generate

%". For the moment, since the line L2 introduces extra configurations when n = 3,

we shall assume n > 3.

The lines which are candidates for being images of Lt are Lt and the Lu. If

Lt is chosen, the set of n points can either heA1,-.-,A„,ox it can include A„ + 1.

In the former case, the two points can bel^,^ (yielding 710), or any two points

PiJkl, Pabcd not on a line of nnv To see this, observe that if PijkhPabcd are not on a

line of %\, neither can be a point B¿, so j =?= Z, b # d. Let j = b = I, I = d = 2.

Then B1 = Ln <^Lal, B2 = Lk2 C\Lc2. On the other hand, if two points (# BltB2.

axe on a line of n", they must be on some Lip and hence collinear with some A¡

and the whole configuration could not possibly generate a n". By a similar argu-

ment, it can be seen that if A1,.-.,A„_1,An+1 axe taken to be the n points, the

two points can either be two points collinear with A„, or P¡U2,Polc2not on a line

of n", as long as (a) neither i = c = n nor a = k = n is satisfied; (b) one of

i, c, a, k is equal to n. For if neither i = c = n nor a = fe = n holds, then either the

pairs of lines Aa ■ Palc2 and A¡ ■ Piik2 or the lines Ac ■ Palc2 and Ak ■ Pilk2 can be de-

fined and their intersection will yield B1 or B2, say Bt - Aa-Palc2 t^Ai-Pnk2.

But now L2 = B1-A„+1, and B2 = L2r\(Ac-PaU2) or L2 n(/lfc• PiU2), and

finally if i, c, a, ox fc is n, a line through J5t or B2 and Polc2 or Pilfc2 will meet Ll

in ^4„. If, on the other hand, i = c = n,only the lines Aa-PaU2 and Ak-Pilk2 can

be drawn from the set of n + 2 points, and only their point of intersection PaU2

will be added, proving that the configuration will not generate all of n". Finally,

if i, c, a, and fe are all distinct from n, the point A„ can never be generated by the

given configuration

If some Lu, say Lu, is the line which is the image of Lt under the collineation,

there are three possibilities for the set of n points :

(1) the set of points includes both A^ and B1 ;

(2) only Ax is included;

(3) only Bx is included.

We shall cover these cases separately and decide which points can be used as

the two points in the various configurations. Under case (1), we can choose the

points AuBuPili2, i^\,n, as the n points. For the other two points, we can

either choose any two points (=¿ Pu„2) on the line Ln2, so long as one of them is

B2 or A„; we can have any two points Pnk2, Pau2 not on a üne of tí\ so long as

(a) k,c^n, and (b) /' = n or a = n; or we can have the point A„+1 together with

a point on Ln2. To see this when the two points are on L„2 lctPaln2,Pbin2 beany

two points (,¿ Plln2) on L„2, and assume that a,b + n. Then the lines Ln2,Lal,Lbl

and the point Pn„2 are generated, but the process goes no further. If a = n,how-
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ever, the lines L„2, Lt = Ax-A„,Lbl = By -Pbln2, and the point Ab = Lbl OLj

are generated. Then, B2 = Ln2ri(Ab-Pllb2), and all of n" is easily generated.

Similarly, when one of the points is B2, n\ is generated readily. If, on the other

hand, the two points are taken to be Pnk2,Paic2, i ^ a, k =£ c, then if c, k # n,

Lk2=Piik2-Piik2, Lc2 = Plle2-Palc2, and B2 = Lk2 n\Lc2. Then if i = n or

a = n, this case reduces to two points on L„2 as above. If neither i = n nor a = n,

the point An will never be generated, and the configuration cannot generate all of n".

Furthermore, if, say, k = n, the only lines generated would be Ln = Bl ■ Pilk2,

Lai=B1-Palc2, Lc2 = Pllc2-Palc2, and the only points generated would be

Biic2 — L,-i • Lc2, thus again all of n" would not be generated. Finally, if An+l

is one of the points, the lines Lt = Av -An+1 and L2 = Bt ■An+1 are generated.

Also, if Piln2 is the point on Ln2, A^L^Ci (Bt ■ Piln2), and B2 = L2C\ (At • Plli2),

and we are in the same situation as previously.

In case (2), let the n points be Ai,Plli2. As the two points, we can have any two

points (# B) on a line (?= Ltl) through B,, or some point A¡ (# An+1) and any

point Palk2 (k + i). Finally, in case (3), if the n points are Bi,P11¡2, the two points

can be any two points (?= A¡) on L^ or B2and any point (^ At) on L12; or two

points Pilk2, Pa\c2 not on a line of 7T.", such that i = c anda = kand such that

fe, c # 1 ; or An+x and any point not on Lu or L12. The proofs in these cases are

essentially the same and require a case analysis similar to the ones carried out

above.

When n = 3, a further line, L2, can be an image of Lt, and the other two points

can be any two points Pnk2,PaiC2 not on a üne of nf, as long as the equalities

i = c,k = a are not both satisfied.

The cases considered above allow one to explicitly write out a set of generators

of if„. They will not be listed here, but the list consists of three generators for

S„ x S2, and representatives of the different types of collineations. We shall

prove, however,

Theorem 9. There exists an integer m independent of n such that Hn is

generated by m collineations for any n _ 3.

Proof. Assume n > 3, for if3 is certainly finitely generated. If A1,---,A„ are

the n points, then the two points (if they are not BUB2) are of the form Pnk2,

Paic2> i ¥= a, k ^= c, and are of three types:

(a) 1 # c, k 9= a ;

(b) i = c, fe # a, or i # c, k = a ;

(c) i = c, fe = a.

Now, three collineations all fixing the A¡ and one mapping BUB2 into each of

these types of pairs of points, P,P' will generate all the collineations of rank 1

having the set {^4¡} as the n points. To see this, for example, assume we wish to

generate the collineation A¡-+ A¡, Bl -*Pxíy2, B2->Pzlw2, x ?= w, y j= z. To do
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this, conjugate the given collineation <p:Aj-*Ap all j,Bt -+Pnk2, B2->Palc2

by the collineation At -* Ax, Ak -> As, Aa -> Az, Ac -» Aw, in S". Pre-multiplication

by elements of S" will give all possible ways of mapping {A¡} into {A¡}, and both

ways of mapping B} into {Pxi,,2,Pziw2}. A. similar argument holds for each of the

cases (1), (2), (3) above. For example, if a collineation <p is given which maps

Lt onto LlL, a collineation <p' mapping LY into L(J- can be obtained by conju-

gating <t> by the collineation A% -* At, Bt -* B¡. Thus, every collineation of rank 1

can be seen to be generated from a fixed number of collineations of rank 1, no

matter which free plane is under consideration.

5. Comments. In §3, we have obtained generators for the collineation group

of n2. In §4, it was shown that the group of collineations of %", n>2, generated

by the rank 0 and rank 1 collineations always has less than a fixed number of

generators. The generators were not explicitly written down, as it was felt that

the space they would consume would not be justified inasmuch as §§2, 3, and 4

make evident the methods for obtaining them quite easily. A further omission

was the relations holding between the generators of G2. A finite set of relations

(possibly not minimal) is known to the author, but the proof that they suffice to

determine the group is too long and complicated for inclusion here. Finally, the

large question left unanswered by this paper is the equality of H „and Gn forn>2.

The author's conjecture is that they are equal, but the technique of Theorem 6

cannot be used in a proof for the general case.
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